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Why eCommerce and why now?
If you’ve ever purchased so much as a printed t-shirt online, you understand eCommerce.
Understanding how to make it work for your distribution operation is an entirely different story.

It’s where commerce—and your competition—is headed
The world is shifting from catalogs and cold calls to an era of convenience for the customer, and
while eCommerce was once a fringe B2B sales channel for distributors, the convenience it allows
is elevating it into the buying method of choice for B2B customers.1
Your buyers have been trained to expect seamless, high-quality online purchasing experiences,
and they’re beginning to look for a similarly simple, elegant experience when they make B2B
buying decisions.1
This shift in consumer expectations is driving B2B companies online, and a majority of them
(57%) believe the shift in commerce from offline to online will be rapid.2
This means that more than half of your competition could be gaining an advantage over you in
the marketplace. With experts saying U.S. B2B eCommerce will reach $1.13 trillion by 20203, you
can’t afford to do things the old way. You also can’t afford to do them halfway.

The use of eCommerce is growing at a rate of 19% per year. It
currently drives 41% of B2B revenue. 53% of customers will be
purchasing online by 2017. It was a top-priority investment for
wholesale distribution executives in 2016.
Source: Forrester Research, 2016

It’s good for business
Customer orders might not require a lot of hand-holding in your current distribution setup, but
it requires far less to have customers take care of themselves. Simply put—you still need to offer
great customer service, but eCommerce means more customers are serving themselves.
In a consumer-focused, dynamic online environment, your customers can find what they need,
discover what they want, and efficiently make purchases—without taking a moment of your
time. When you’re saving time, you’re saving money. It’s the perfect scenario:
XXIt’s easier for your customers to buy from you
XXIt takes fewer resources to sell more product
XXYour sales reps will have more time to focus on higher-margin key accounts

Cost-effective, self-serve, online-only environments are the perfect—and therefore preferred—
shopping option for the distribution industry, and your customers are making the switch.
The Changing Landscape of B2B eCommerce, Magento and MarketingProfs (date?)
MarketingProfs, How B2B Commerce is Changing, 2013
3
2016 Forrester Research, Inc.
1
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More than 70% of customers frequently or very frequently use
electronic methods for shopping. Only 37% frequently or very
frequently use print methods for shopping. It’s a significant shift
away from people and print in the last two years.
Source: 2016 State of eCommerce in Distribution, Copyright © 2016 by Gale, Media, Inc.
All rights reserved.

It’s the new norm
It’s impossible to deny the shift to online shopping and irresponsible to call it simply a trend. Three
sub-trends are, however, having a significant impact on how, when, and where B2B companies
sell their products and services.
1. Infrastructure—Today, innovation in back-end infrastructure has made it easier than
ever for B2B companies to quickly and affordably create fluid, comprehensive online
shopping experiences.
2. Mobility—69% of B2B companies expect to stop publishing print catalogues within the next
three to five years, moving instead to mobile-friendly versions that can be viewed on tablets
or mobile devices.4
3. Procurement processes—57% of business buyers currently purchase goods for their
companies online, and 37% expect to spend more of their annual budgets through online
platforms in the next year.5

It’s changed the distribution landscape
Do you remember the shoe salesman? He used to come out with a mountain of boxes under his
arms and work you through each pair. Maybe you maintain a sentimental recollection for this
level of service, but when you think about it in practical terms, it’s just plain easier and faster to
find your shoes yourself.
The same is true with eCommerce. It’s changing how you find, engage, and retain customers—
changing, in fact, your relationship with customers and the skills your people need to serve them
in a self-serve environment.
eCommerce gives you a way to grow while lowering costs and increasing customer satisfaction.
It is now a necessary business tool. Further, eCommerce is radically transforming how distributors
do their jobs.

4
5

Forrester Research, The New and Emerging World of B2B Commerce, 2014
Acquity Group, 2013 State of B2B Procurement Study, 2013
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Why go all-in?
It’s not hard to find an e-storefront “quick fix” to which you can affix your logo and start building
online inventory, but doing so is like having the neighbor kid build your website—just because it’s
convenient, it doesn’t mean it’s good. If your eCommerce solution doesn’t stand out, you won’t
be able to compete.

The market will hold you to a B2C-like standard
Your B2B customers are also everyday B2C consumers. They buy clothes and cat food and
even cars online. They read and research, and if your site is difficult to navigate or the checkout
experience is cumbersome, they’ll find competitors who do it better. They are just like you, in
other words, and just like every other shopper.
If they have your website open in one window, they likely also have their favorite consumer
website open in another window. To compete in this environment, your eCommerce experience
must work like the world of B2C.
Like the rest of us, your buyers have been trained by Amazon and eBay, and they expect online
shopping to be effortless, elegant and simple—no matter whose site they’re shopping. Like
Amazon (and other major players like Grainger), some distributors have already mastered the
consumer-like feel of B2B eCommerce.

It is the era of the customer
The customer is always right, it’s just that “right” now means more than it used to. In this new
age of consumer demand, you face:
XXRadically changing B2B buyer preferences

○○ 74% of B2B buyers report researching at least half of their work purchases online6
○○ The number of B2B buyers who will complete at least half of their work purchases
online is expected to increase from 32% in 2014 to 53% by 20177
○○ B2B buyers are increasingly using mobile devices to both research and buy online8

“US B2B eCommerce Forecast: 2015 To 2020” Forrester report
Forrester/Internet Retailer Q4 2015 Global B2B Buy-Side Online Survey
8
“Digital Is Busy Transforming B2B Commerce” Forrester report
6
7
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XXDemand for Amazon-like customer experiences

○○ B2B buyers insist that B2B eBusiness and channel strategy professionals match
B2C companies like Amazon by incorporating B2C tenets of price transparency,
immediacy, and convenience into their core buyer experiences8
○○ Most B2B eCommerce executives claim that they fall well short of matching
Amazon’s customer experience standard8
○○ Market-leading B2B companies must meet B2C levels of customer experience
expectation by weaving proven principles of interactivity, personalization, and
network participation into their websites9
XXPressure to leverage game-changing new customer engagement efficiencies

○○ Distribution eCommerce executives are reducing acquisition and retention costs by
converting full-serve customers into partial or total self-serve customers1
○○ They are also leveraging the business side of technology to drive innovation in
hardware and software tool sets10
○○ By establishing viable and cost-efficient self-serve channels, B2B companies
are now more effectively capturing difficult-to-reach low-frequency and
low-volume purchasers11

Half-measures won’t keep up
It’s clear that things are changing, but how quickly can you expect the transformation? Studies
show the transformation has already begun.
According to the Gartner article “Magic Quadrant for Digital Commerce”:
XXBy 2018, more than 50% of commerce sites will integrate technologies from more than

15 vendors to deliver a digital customer experience
XXBy 2018, 40% of B2B digital commerce sites will use price optimization algorithms and

configure/price/quote (CPQ) tools to dynamically calculate and deliver product pricing
XXBy 2020, smart personalization engines used to recognize customer intent will enable

digital businesses to increase their profits by up to 15%

Why haven’t we done this already?
Change on this scale is difficult for every company—even when it makes your job easier and
increases your revenue—but that doesn’t mean you have to go through it alone.
According to a July 2016, Mint Jutras study, 57% of distributors surveyed recognized that they
were unprepared for the digital economy. Only 4.3% of companies like yours get more than 40%
of their revenues from eCommerce.12
You aren’t alone, and while it is a big change, it’s not too late to put an eCommerce strategy
together that can outsell the competition.

“The Customer Experience Management Maturity Model” Forrester report
“Design The Tech Organization For The BT Agenda” Forrester report
11
“Death Of A (B2B) Salesman” Forrester report
12
“B2B Distributors Missing Out on eCommerce Growth,” blog by Ranga Bodla, March 24, 2016
9

10
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Epicor gets your business ready
If you want to compete with Amazon and Grainger, you need to get moving and keep moving,
regardless of where you are in your eCommerce journey. Epicor offers an out-of-the-box
eCommerce answer to getting there—Epicor Commerce Connect™ (ECC).
ECC is a cloud-based solution built on the Magento platform, which means your customers get a
consumer-friendly shopping experience, and is supported by powerful B2B and B2C toolsets. It’s
mobile-ready and poised to boost your online presence, migrate customers to your website, and
shorten the sales cycle. It’s built to adapt—like you—to changing market conditions and designed
to grow as you grow.

Epicor is fully integrated with your back office
Epicor Commerce Connect (ECC) makes things easier for your customers, and because it comes
completely integrated with the Epicor Prophet 21 ERP system—and your back-office operations—
it can dramatically simiplify how you get things done.
It’s scalable, simple, and so advanced that it eliminates the most risky and time-consuming
element of eCommerce—the expensive custom work that connects your eCommerce system to
your back office.

Epicor offers your B2B customers a B2C buying experience
What do you want when you’re shopping online? You want to find what you’re looking for,
you want to buy what you’re looking for, and you want it to be quick and easy. ECC gives your
customers that very experience, offering open browsing, anonymous checkout, simple shopping
carts for product groups and rebuys, recommendations and related-product suggestions, and
multi-lingual/multi-currency options.
ECC makes your eCommerce site an effortless, intuitive user experience, including:
XXPrevious purchases
XXPayment on account
XXCredit and debit card options
XXShipping and billing addresses
XXContact information
XXEasy logins

Epicor is built for wholesale distributors
Epicor has more than 40 years of experience helping distributors like you find the growth they
want. We know what works and what doesn’t when it comes to eCommerce and the cloud. We
get the importance of mobile sales and critical field services. We understand advanced inventory
management and the customer organization tools you use to keep things moving. We know
what it means to need an answer—now—your business questions.
We are in the trenches of your industry, and we built Epicor Commerce Connect specifically
for you.
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Epicor Commerce Connect has what you need

Total,
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Extensive Consulting
Support

Cloud Delivery

Speed to Market
Flexibility and
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About Epicor
Epicor Software Corporation drives business growth. We provide flexible, industry-specific software that is designed around the needs
of our manufacturing, distribution, retail, and service industry customers. More than 40 years of experience with our customers’
unique business processes and operational requirements is built into every solution—in the cloud, hosted, or on premises. With a
deep understanding of your industry, Epicor solutions spur growth while managing complexity. The result is powerful solutions that
free your resources so you can grow your business. For more information, connect with Epicor or visit www.epicor.com.

Contact us for more information on Epicor Products and Services
+1.800.776.7438

Corporate Office
804 Las Cimas Parkway
Austin, TX 78746
USA
Toll Free:
+1.888.448.2636
Direct:
+1.512.328.2300
Fax:
+1.512.278.5590

Latin America and Caribbean
Blvd. Antonio L. Rodriguez #1882 Int. 104
Plaza Central, Col. Santa Maria
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, CP 64650
Mexico
Phone:
+52.81.1551.7100
Fax:
+52.81.1551.7117

Europe, Middle East and Africa
No. 1 The Arena
Downshire Way
Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1PU
United Kingdom
Phone:
+44.1344.468468
Fax:
+44.1344.468010

info@epicor.com

www.epicor.com

Asia
238A Thomson Road #23-06
Novena Square Tower A
Singapore 307684
Singapore
Phone:
+65.6333.8121
Fax:
+65.6333.8131

Australia and New Zealand
Suite 2 Level 8,
100 Pacific Highway
North Sydney, NSW 2060
Australia
Phone:
+61.2.9927.6200
Fax:
+61.2.9927.6298
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